CONCEALABLE
ARMOR SYSTEM

MALE SIZE AND FIT GUIDE
A Superior Fit Matters
It’s vitally important to ensure body armor is properly sized.
A ballistic armor vest that fits properly will provide maximum
comfort, mobility, performance and protection. A vest that
doesn’t fit may fail in any or all of these categories, with
potentially life-threatening consequences.
Every custom RISE carrier has been engineered to
accommodate full range of motion while providing premium
safety and performance. Simply follow the step-by-step sizing
process for a superior fit.

Communication is Paramount
Open and on-going dialogue between the sizer and officer
helps achieve the best-fit vest and a comfortable experience.
If the officer has worn body armor in the past, be sure to
discuss any areas of satisfaction, concern or improvement
prior to sizing.

A few pointers before getting started:
1. Read this guide in its entirety prior to
sizing. Watch the RISE male sizing video on
our Vimeo channel to see a detailed sizing
experience in action.
2. Use a cloth measuring tape for all
measurements. Pull the tape so it is snug,
but not tight to the skin. For chest and girth
measurements, check that the tape does not
run high or low, but runs parallel to the ground.
3. Always have another person do the
measuring to ensure accuracy. Conducting solo
measurements will compromise the integrity of
the measurements.
4. Take measurements wearing a standard
active-duty undershirt, uniform shirt, uniform
pants and complete duty belt with equipment
loaded in all holsters and holders.
5. Take and record actual measurements. Do
not round up or down.
Please measure carefully. Inaccurate measurements
may require size modifications which could incur
additional expense and delay delivery.

Thank you for measuring with care! You will soon be protected by a custom
ballistic armor vest engineered to offer you a superior fit. Once we have
received your sizing form, we will email your estimated delivery date.
If you have questions at any time, please contact us:
sales@angelarmor.com / 970 235 2961
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Contact

MALE SIZE AND FIT GUIDE

Select Your Product (check one box)
RISE Ultra Premium NIJ Level IIIA

First Name_ _______________________________________________

RISE Ultra Premium NIJ Level II

Last Name ________________________________________________

RISE Premium NIJ Level IIIA
RISE Premium NIJ Level II

Department Affiliation _______________________________________

2

Phone Number _____________________________________________

Customize Your Protection
Elevate your protection with the Truth SNAP™ plate
system. The two-piece design protects against NIJ
Level III threats, including the AK-47, 5.56x45mm
M193 and .308, and NIJ Spike levels as well.

Email Address _ ____________________________________________

Select Your Product

Title/Position ______________________________________________
Badge Number _ ___________________________________________

(indicate quantity of each plate)

Truth 44S, 5x8

Truth 47S, 5x8

Truth 44S, 7x9

Truth 47S, 7x9

Shipping Address

Truth 44S, 8x10

Truth 47S, 8x10

Street ____________________________________________________

Truth 44S, 8x10
Shooter’s Cut

Truth 47S, 8x10
Shooter’s Cut

Contact Preference (check one)

Phone

Email

Truth 308S, 5x8
Truth 308S, 7x9
Truth 308S, 8x10
Truth 308S, 8x10
Shooter’s Cut

City ______________________________________________________
State_ ___________________________________ Zip______________
Country _ _________________________________________________

TRUTH 44S

TRUTH 47S

Order Information

NIJ Level IIIA+

NIJ Level IIIA

7.62x39mm 123gr FMJ (AK-47)
+
Spike Level 2

.44 MAG 240gr SWC GC
+
Spike Level 1

Purchased From _ __________________________________________
Purchase Date _____________________________________________
Quote Number _____________________________________________
TRUTH 308S
NIJ Level III

Purchase Order ____________________________________________

.308
+
Spike Level 3

Measurements
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Date of Measurement________________________________________

Extras (indicate quantity of each)
Clips

Measured By (person’s name)_________________________________
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Belt

Extra Carrier

Size and Fit Exceptions

Location of Fitting __________________________________________
Notes:
Officer Gender MALE
Do you intend to gain/lose

Officer Age __________

10 lbs or more over the

Officer Height ____FEET ____INCHES

next 6 months?
Yes

Officer Weight ________ LBS

No

By signing below, I acknowledge and approve the Size and Fit Exceptions
noted above. I also understand that if I size myself, I am responsible for
any alteration fees that may apply.

Payment Method
Cash

Check

Officer Signature or Initials
Credit

Other

5 Submit Your Sizing Form
MAIL TO:

EMAIL TO:

Angel Armor
Attn: Sales/Sizing
4557 Denrose Court
Fort Collins, CO 80524

sales@angelarmor.com

By submitting this information, I acknowledge that this
information is presented as accurately as possible.
Officer
Signature ________________________________________ Date _______________

970 235 2961

sales@angelarmor.com

angelarmor.com
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STANDING

1 Full Chest Measurement

Follow these
guidelines to
complete your
measurements.

Wrap the measuring tape under the arms and around the widest part
of the officer’s chest. Check that the tape is parallel to the ground.
Ask the officer to take two deep breaths. At the apex of their second
breath, adjust the measuring tape and record that measurement.

INCHES

For best
accuracy,
please have
another person
measure you.

2 Total Girth Measurement

5

Wrap the measuring
tape around the
officer’s waist. Have the
officer place an index
INCHES
finger inside their belly
button, and rest the measuring tape
on top of their index finger. Check
that the tape is parallel to the ground.
Ask the officer to take two deep
breaths. At the apex of their second
breath, adjust the measuring tape
and record that measurement.

What to Wear:
Standard
undershirt,
uniform shirt and
uniform pants
Duty belt with
equipment
loaded in
holsters and
holders

Select Side Panel
Overlap:
(check one box)

0 1 2

0"

1"

2" (recommended)

Overlap other than 2” is at officer’s
discretion; note and sign box 4 on page 2 if
0” or 1” is checked.

3 Back Panel Length Measurement
Measure from the base of the uniform collar on the back, down to the
top of the duty belt. Move the measuring tape up a half inch from the top
of the duty belt to avoid any equipment. Working up from that position,
stop in half-inch increments. Use your thumb to gently indent the tape
INCHES
into the officer’s back at each increment, explaining that the location of
your thumb will reflect the location of the bottom of the back vest panel. Confirm their
comfort level at every half-inch increment until the officer is satisfied with the height,
and record that measurement.

Tools Needed:
Soft measuring
tape
Armless chair

Stand straight, arms relaxed:

SEATED

Standard seated position, relaxed upper body:

4 Central Panel Measurement
Measure from the notch at the top of the sternum down to the top of
the duty belt. Move the measuring tape up a half inch from the top of the
duty belt to avoid any equipment. Working up from that position, stop
in half-inch increments. Use your thumb to gently indent the tape into
INCHES
the officer’s abdomen at each increment, explaining that the location of
your thumb will reflect the location of the bottom of the front vest panel. Confirm their
comfort level at every half-inch increment until the officer is satisfied with the height,
and record that measurement.

Questions?
We can help
you measure
for a superior
fit. Contact us.

Accessory Accommodations
Do you plan to wear trauma plates with your vest?
If yes, what size and brand? Size

Input
measurements
from above

For Internal
Use Only

Front Panel
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Back Panel

970 235 2961
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